As part of About Us, a team of poets delivered workshops in primary schools in
each of the show’s locations. The workshops explored the many ways life is
connected across the universe. Each class we worked with created a collaborative
poem exploring topics like cosmology, nature, identity and the climate. These
poems were written by schools in Hull, created with poets Cassandra Parkin, Jay
Mitra, Jodie Russi-Red, Joe Hakim, Katherine Horrex and Michael Good.
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Clifton Primary School
poem created with Jay Mitra
Nature
Tree branches swaying like ballerinas
Our tears are like the ocean
You can be friends with nature –
Just be one with nature
Grow up along with nature
Sing like the wind
The trees are important to us
The trees give us oxygen to breathe
Save the rainforest, it is our lungs
Life is a puzzle, and we are a piece of it
We are all unique and the universe would be boring
If we were all the same
We are stars that shine brighter together
If we were never made
The whole universe wouldn’t be the same
We are made of our parents’ love
We are made of happiness and friendship
We are made of my mum’s laugh
We are made of my dad’s personality
We are made of brightness
And if you don’t believe in yourself
Then neither will anyone else.
Open your wings and fly towards dreams
That can become your future.
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Clifton Primary School
poem created with Jay Mitra
The Bird
My heartbeat is like a drum
In the music of our life
We are part of the universe
We are made of star stuff
There once was a bird that could not fly
But he dug deep down and survived
And carried on with his life.
We are flowers and beauty
The world around us.
Our dreams help us fly
Don’t let your dream die.
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Collingwood Primary School
poem created with Jay Mitra
Universal Habitat
The clouds are fluffy like candyfloss
bursting in the sky. Rising ashes are charcoal birds
and the saffron sun burns above us.
Our arms are fawn branches off a flesh and bone tree,
raindrops fell and slowly slipped off our leaves
like bombs falling out of the Luftwaffe.
The waves washed on the saffron sand
with a gentle touch. The scorching sun
tastes like sweat. The cool breeze
swished the grass back
and forth.
Her heartbeat was like thunder
Her hair a tamed forest
Her eyes a meteor.
Play with your hair
Heaven is over our heads
so don’t feel despair.
Angel wings are the colour
of white bread and rice.
The ability to fly in the night sky
tastes like freedom.
Looking at the rising
And falling cosmos feels like joy.
Space will always be in our hearts
no matter what we do. The stars
shine bright even in our darkest moments.
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Collingwood Primary School
poem created with Jay Mitra
About Us
I am the ultramarine in the dark sky
The universe is the future, so patience is key
The stars connect us as humans and brighten us up
Like a lantern. The universe is set in my eyes.
When light hits my fawn iris, they turn crimson like mars
I am the shining stars in the sky
And the azure sky is like a nebula
I am the glistening spectacle in the water
The fawn brown bark is just like me
When I was young and climbing a tree
There’s violet lightning on our eyelids
Freckles are amber stars on our face and arms
The bruise on our hands is a sunset sky
Life is achieving what your imagination wants you to do
Try to connect your nature with Nature
Or you won’t succeed in life
Flowers are the key to paradise.
Heaven is a place we meet our loved ones
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Dorchester Primary School
poem created with Joe Hakim
We Are One
We are the treasure troves of history.
We are the authors of creativity.
We are the authors of excitement
And happiness and
Our souls are our pencils.
Our generation is the future and
Our destiny is our imagination.
Nothing is impossible,
Nothing is out of reach.
Chase shooting stars,
There are no limits in life.
Our hearts shine like LEDs
They will warm you like sunshine.
Minds the size of Jupiter
Beautiful brains like coral in the ocean.
Never give up, be confident and
We can touch the clouds together if we try.
Start small like Mercury
And you will become as big as the Sun.
We are all special
We are one.
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Dorchester Primary School
poem created with Joe Hakim
We All Fit In
It’s OK not to fit in
When you were born to stand out.
The Sun is a spoon full of honey,
The moon is like a fluffy cloud and
We are rocks dancing around the Milky Way.
Our brains are jars of memories,
Gravity grounds us to home and
Space is the glue that holds us together.
Our freckles are like stars and
Together our hearts make us one big universe.
We add together like a puzzle,
Whispering like a clock ticking,
We are part of humankind
And we are part of Earth like bricks in a wall.
Blood flowing through us like streams flowing through the earth,
One of many like waves in the ocean, colossal and blue,
Tears as salty as the sea.
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Mountbatten Primary School
poem created with Jodie Russi-Red
We’re Connected
We’re both connected, you and me
trace back a million years of our family tree
and everything our distant ancestor did is imprinted in us
an echo of a DNA memory
everything they achieved; I feel like I did it too
and since we’re all connected, that means, so did you
one time I fought the most scalding fire, dangerous as a difficult maths question,
when you’ve almost run out of time
one time I crafted the first mighty hammer, as hard as a diamond mine
one time I threw the first spear, faster than a Formula One car
I was the one who discovered Spain, as hot as it was far
one time I created the first motorbike, as pretty as a puppy with puppy-dog eyes
and it was me who harnessed electricity, as shocking as a startling surprise
one time I fired the first deadly arrows, as dangerous as a pack of wolves, hackles
up to fight
years later I built the first racing car, as silver as the full moon at night
I was the person who built the first stone wall, as ancient and as strong as a henge
one time I built a house to live in, and then I rebuilt and rebuilt it again
in another life I wrote your library’s very first book, longer than an anaconda snake
another time I created the first chocolate bar, as delicious as a banana cake
and just the other week, I got over my fear and did a jump on my bike
I reached 4000 points on Fortnite
and I climbed Scafell Pike
I did a handstand for 10 seconds straight, and I can do it again
I think that’s a pretty big achievement, considering I’m only 10.
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Mountbatten Primary School
poem created with Jodie Russi-Red
About Us
We’re both connected, you and me
trace back a million years of our family tree
and everything our distant ancestor did is imprinted in us
an echo of a DNA memory
everything they achieved; i feel like i did it too
and since we’re all connected, that means, so did you
in a different age, I could make fire out of stones and sticks
in a different time, I used a rose thorn as a sharp toothpick
I built great things out of stone, in the stone age
and it was me who wrote on the very first page
one time I had a different mother
another time I had a different brother
I once joined the military
and added a thousand new definitions to the dictionary
thousands of years ago i invented chess
I was the world’s greatest ever grand master no less
I broke a bone
I broke someone else’s bone
I ate meat straight off the bone
one time I swam in the deep, blue sea, alone
it was me who ground down wheat into flour
and it was me who took the first electric power shower
one time I threw a glitter bomb in my friend’s face
I travelled 10000 miles, to discover an undiscovered place
one time I popped the first ever balloon, as loud as a Big Bang’s roar
one time I fought in a world, wide war
I discovered a fossil
I was a fossil
one time I made my own bed
one time I annoyed my sister
one time I played a game i didn’t know how to play
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but that’s just me
what’s the greatest thing you’ll do one day?
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Oldfleet Primary School, Deer Class
poem created with Joe Hakim
Be Yourself
Like a herd of DEER
Like a pack of wolves
Like a school of fish
Like a murder of crows
Like a pride of lions
Connect to who you love.
Love makes a family
Grow together like a garden of flowers.
Be curious, conquer your fears and follow your imagination,
Don’t stop until you reach the summit.
Life is short like blades of grass,
But dreams are unlimited.
Be bright and twinkle like the star you are
Until happiness fills the sky.
Be yourself
Be the best you can be
And if you don’t succeed at first
Be positive when faced with difficulty
And you will get to the top,
Stand on your toes
Hop and touch the moon.
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Oldfleet Primary School, Polecats Class
poems created with Joe Hakim
A Million Likes
Be kind:
Don’t be a bully
Don’t be mean and leave a bad taste like mustard.
A smile could change
Someone’s day, so
Stretch happiness around the
World like a bungee cord.
Family is the key to happiness,
Friends make you thankful.
Passion is our future,
And like the population
It grows every day.
Like baby-chicks,
Like flowers
In the sun and rain.
Like us.
Everyone is unique
Like our accents,
Our personalities.
We don’t give up
And we work as a team
To accomplish our dreams.
We play the game of life
Together and make the
Earth’s heart grow
Like a YouTube video with
A million ‘Likes’.
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Priory Primary School
poem created with Katherine Horrex
Space Fair
Roll up! Roll up!
Welcome to our planet of moons!
Chips as salty as the sea,
milkshake as frothy as the stars!
Let long streets of ketchup
flow along your tongue.
Roll up! Roll up!
Welcome to our cratered lava plains!
Feel the cold metal of our claw machines,
the deep whoosh of trampolines.
The night’s giant megaphone, blasting!
Roll up! Roll up!
Never mind the queues!
Watch rides burst into the sky
like fireworks.
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Priory Primary School
poem created with Katherine Horrex
Homesick Alien
This planet is as boring as disconnected wifi.
Earth. It smells of mud. A matter of life.
I miss my planet with its harmless rainbow lava.
We had to drink it too.
It’s springtime here. And what is Spring?
Is it the time of springs? Do humans bounce
with slinkies attached to their shoes?
There are flowers at the roadside,
their petals white as chilled milk.
I walk down this street as heavy as four houses
missing my hoverboard and wanting to eat pasta
all day long. The chocolate chip mountains
where rock cats curl up like crescent moons
and yawn their lives away. Planet Exo123
where you can use rocks as walkie-talkies
and it rains sheets of glass and hot ash.
The highstreets with their shops like midget gems.
Black craters fry and smoulder in sunlight.
Here I can’t sleep at night. Wind bangs
on the windows, which is why
they call them wind-ows.
By the time I find my spaceship
it will be covered in leaves
as crunchy as Walkers crisps.
Walkers - they eat them while they walk.
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Rokeby Park Primary School
poem created with Michael Good
We Are All Stars
The glimmering mirror of the stars reflected on the glowing diamond moon.
The sun is an electric star.
The moon is a giant, my connection is to the universe.
Crystal clear galaxies shine bright in the moonlight, atoms create all life, no matter
what you are or who you are.
You are all a shining star, our connection to the universe is great.
The sun is a flaming ball floating in the air, connecting to Earth.
The sun is a flame while Earth is hot and cold.
Burning embers levitated above the atmosphere, catching
Stardust as it oscillates.
How are we related to these astronomical galaxies?
We are all stars and it’s crystal clear to me:
Our connection is confusing yet amazing,
Historical yet brand new.
We are all stars.
The galaxy is filled with mechanical birds.
The galaxy is like little fireballs scorching anyone who dares to come near them.
The sun is levitating bright like a burning, boiling ball, blinding the population.
The dazzling sun’s brightness is blinding.
The historical stars lit up like a bonfire on New Year’s Eve.
The incredible sight of the stars lit up the faces of Earth.
While the stars dance in the sky, a satellite is passing by
The sun, and lights up like a million diamonds.
The sun shone through the moon and lit the galaxy.
Supernovas are incredible.
The flaming arrows around the sun connect Earth to the sky.
While the stars dance in the sky, as crystals pass by,
The hypnotising, gorgeous sun blinded the shimmering, colourful sight of Earth.
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The amazing, delightful, dazzling stars hypnotised people’s sight.
Satellites float all around, waving like human beings while stars shine like a
diamond.
My connection is the blindness of the universe,
Little torches scattered around,
Boiling hot like a fire.
The stars are diamonds hanging in the sky: people see them within their eyes.
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St George’s Primary School
poem created with Jodie Russi-Red
One Time
We’re both connected, you and me
trace back a million years of our family tree
and everything our distant ancestor did is imprinted in us
an echo of a DNA memory
and since they did it, I feel like I did it too
and since we’re all connected, that means so did you
one time I could spark a fire with nothing but sticks and stones
another time I made a milkshake, as creamy and thick as snow
one time I began Hull Fair so I could ride all the rides at night
and another time I made the first gun, fast as a flash of light
did you know I carved the world’s very first wheel from stone, as if I was helping a
snake shed its skin?
in another life I invented the ps4, and the PS5, and the X Box Series X, and built a
race car, and created paper, and a recycling bin
one time I built a jet that soared through the air like a balloon
then there was the time I built a boat and carried it out to sea to sail for miles and
miles just to discover somewhere new
maybe it was a dream, when I tamed a white mouse, as fluffy as a bubble bath
I was definitely dreaming when I wrote the story about watching a cow jump over
the moon, and then laugh
it was me who once baked the first loaf of bread, as crusty as the earth beneath
the layer of mud
one time I studied for hours and hours, it was as boring as looking for waves in the
wood
one time I helped build an entire village with my own bare hands
and in that village, I built a house, as cosy as a cloud in a candy floss land
I might decide to grow my hair one day, as long as the books by my bed
or else i could design a robot that could design a new, wonderful world, instead
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but do you know that last week I threw a basketball in the hoop, and caught it from
the other side?
I think that’s a pretty big achievement
(PS. I’m only ten)
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St George’s Primary School
poem created with Jodie Russi-Red
This is About Us
We’re both connected, you and me
trace back a million years of our family tree
and everything our distant ancestor did is imprinted in us
an echo of a DNA memory
everything they achieved; I feel like I did it too
and since we’re all connected, that means, so did you
the earliest time I remember, I created the very first words
then alone, I climbed a mountain, as high as the birds
one time taught the first parrot to speak out loud
one time I sewed a glittering Cinderella dress, as fluffy as a cotton candy cloud
to cure my boredom, I thought up WiFi, and laptops, phones, the Xbox and games
I created all the book characters and gave them names
I baked the first cupcakes that were as fluffy as my teddy bear
there was a time I invented the internet, but now everyone’s just mean on there
there was the time I competed in the Olympics, which was as scary as a dark
nightmare
I tamed the first wolf until my hands had scratches and wounds everywhere
as sonic as a hedgehog, I made the first electric sound waves
did I tell you about the time I had a pet dinosaur, as cute as a puppy with a waggly
tail?
did I tell you about the time I lifted Excalibur from the stone with everyone chanting
my name?
or the time I scored the winning goal in the first World Cup football game?
don’t forget that it was me who thwarted Napoleon in the Battle of Waterloo
but before that, as boring as a spelling test, I set-up the first school, too
but in this year alone, I got revenge on my bully, I even won Man of the Match
I earned a taking part medal in a race that I came last
I feel kinda’ proud of myself,
so much so that I’m glowing
imagine what I’ll achieve
once I really get going
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Stoneferry Primary School
poem created with Michael Good
Connections
My connection is: we have the invisible chain keeping us on the ground called
gravity.
My connection is watching the stars dance across the sky.
Connections are made by constellations that create bright light in the night.
I am connected by technology that we see, look at, and use every day to give us
answers.
My connections are stars holding hands and galloping through galaxies.
My connections are the linked stars in the sky,
The Moon to the tides.
Connections are oxygen to help us breathe,
Invisible chains on the ground called gravity.
I’m connected to the universe through gravity,
Which is like invisible chains, pulling us down.
My connection is the sun’s brightness.
We are connected to the universe through the moon’s darkness.
My connection is the unstoppable constellation in the creamy night sky.
My connection is the floating, shiny satellite.
My connection is the linked stars called constellations.
Connections are made in seconds, like when a star dies and another is born.
We are all connections to the Earth and solar system.
We connect to all matter of space and the planets, because this is us!
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The Parks Academy
poem created with Cassandra Parkin
Something you should know about me
I can fly to the sky, very high
I am as super-fast as a cheetah
I am Lionel Messi
I am a dog with confidence
I can fly with red wings
I can be invisible when I want to
I am the best striker in the world
I can fly to the moon and see the pretty stars of the night
I have laser eyes
I can turn into a dragon and take the solar system
I can talk to animals
I can walk on water
I can talk to horses
I can heal animals
I can make myself invisible before I touch the stars
I can become a fox
I can turn into any extinct or alive animal
I can turn into a dinosaur
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The Parks Academy
poem created with Cassandra Parkin
I Was Born in a Star
I was born in a star, and I felt curious

Why am I born in this thing?
I don’t know!

What do you mean?
I was born in a star, and it felt like I was born in a diamond
I felt confused

Why were we born in stars?
We were born in stars because no humans were alive then really
I was born in a star, and it felt special, crazy, creepy
I felt very sleepy

Was it hot?
Nope
But get ready – the future is upon us
I was born in a star, and it felt blinding and I felt curious

What did it feel like up in the sky?
So crazy, so creepy, mysterious
I feel crazy, mysterious and weird
I was born in a star and it felt all warm and sparkly
I felt joyful and excited

Was it very hot?
Yes, it was quite hot, and the star was my home
I was born in a star, and I felt hot

What did it feel like inside of the star?
Very scary and weird!
It was awesome, man
I was born in a star, and it felt like laying on a soft bed
I felt very scared and frightened
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Why was I born in this weird shaped shiny thing?
Because I just was born in it
I love laying in my soft bed
I was born in a star, and it felt strong but magnificent
I felt confused and terrified

Was it fun?
Nope – it wasn’t fun
I was born in a star and it felt like a fizzy drink and hot lava
I felt happy and amazing

How did it happen?
I don’t know
I was born in a star and it felt like sparkly rain
I felt I was being terminated

How does it feel for you in a star?
It feels good – it’s cool being in a star
I was born in a star and it felt like I was on the beach
I felt like I was in a void

What happened to you when the sun came up?
Nothing mysterious
I was born in a star, and it felt like I was on the sun
I felt happy

Did it feel like dying?
Being in a star high-above was awesome
I was born in a star and it was warm
I felt very nervous and sick

How did it feel when you were born in a star?
It felt amazing
But the future is upon us now
I was born in a star and it felt horrifying –
Just like a hot bath

Where am I? How good was your journey?
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This is the end of the story
I was born in a star, and it felt like the sun was burning my skin

Why were we born in a star?
Because there is the same amount of humans as stars
Oh my, I’m leaving –
See you whenever!
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The Parks Academy
poem created with Cassandra Parkin
Something you should know about me
I can roar like a tiger at night
I can touch the glistening stars
I can run like a flash in the light
I can back flip off my shed
I can manipulate time
I can move stuff around with my mind
I can freeze time by looking through black eyes
I can teleport to different places
I can fly
I can reverse time
I can turn into a blob of jelly
I can turn invisible
I am a vampire
I sleep in the day and wake at night
I have supersonic hearing
I can walk through things
I can teleport
I can grow things
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The Parks Academy
poem created with Cassandra Parkin
I Was Born in a Star
I was born in a star, and it felt wonderful

What do you want?
I want to know how this happened.
I could see beautiful stars in the sky
It was so bright it was incredible
I was born in a star and I felt happy

What is your name?
My name is a secret –
But I am called Summer
I was born in a star, and it felt exciting.

What was it like?
It was scary, not nice
I could see a very, very, VERY shiny light shine in my eyes. I felt like something was
being pressed on my eyes
The stars shine so bright. It’s what makes us beautiful, and what makes us, us
I was born in a star, and it felt oddly relaxing

Was it wonderful?
Yes, because it was so nice and so weird
I could see people shining and light coming

What did it feel like to be a star?
I was born in a star, and it felt like something spectacular

What did it feel like?
It felt relaxing, and calm
You might see me shine
I’m glad that I’m out of the star
I was born in a star, and it felt magical

How did you get in the magical star?
We just grew in it.
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I could see the Earth, and space

What stuff did you do in the star?
I just played, okay?
I was born in a star, and it felt like shooting out of the star

What happened?
We were born just inside and then we came out
I could see lots of light
The best detail of my life
I was born in a star, and it felt new and difficult

What do you feel like?
I’m feeling happy
I can see lots of countries, and the moon
I was born in a star, and it felt like I was a shooting star

How is that possible?
Because we are all born out of stars
I’m special, a different breed because I could see other stars and I was in this big
black area
I was born in a star, and it felt amazing

What date was it?
The 23rd of September
I could see a lot of light when it was daytime
I was born in a black area called space
I was born in a star, and it felt honouring
I could see something glowing
Bright, shiny, and new
I was born in a star, and it felt magical

How does it feel, being a star in the sky? And why are the stars so small?
They aren’t small, they are huge
It seems small because they are far away
I saw a big light coming towards me and it was very scary but very exciting
I was born in a star, and it felt like a big bomb
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How did we come out?
We broke out of it like an egg
I could see galaxies
And then I fell down to Earth
I was born in a star, and I felt special

Why were you born in a star?
Because we all were
It was nice in the star – it was calm and beautiful
I was born in a star, and it felt amazing

How is that possible?
You get just a day there
I could see the moon and all the other stars
I was scared
I was born in a star, and it felt a bit weird to hear that

How did you all get out of the star?
We got flung out and jumped – it was awesome
It felt like I was in Heaven
It’s the best – I wish I was like a star
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Wansbeck Primary School
poem created with Cassandra Parkin
Something you should know about me
When I go to sleep, I could touch the moon
We are monkeys swinging through the night, wondering where we will go next
I am able to shape-shift
I am a wolf as I howl at my brother
I am scary by being quiet
I can fly and go to Mars and Jupiter
When I am sleeping, I visit my Great Grandma in Heaven, where we are angels and
roam around together
I know what everybody’s thinking about when I am in the same room
I can stroke the wolves as I sleep
I am like a buzzy bee – I sting you when you are in my way
I am secretly a lion
I am the sign of the fish
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Wansbeck Primary School
poem created with Cassandra Parkin
I Was Born In A Star
I was born in a star, and it felt weird

How did they make us?
God did it
No wonder we were made out of stars
I was born in a star, and it felt got when I was in the star

What happened there? What did we do?
We just made ourselves from eggs to humans
I feel proud. No wonder we are from the sky
I was born in a star, and it felt weird, but ordinary

Were you in the same star as me?
Yes!
It was a good feeling – we are all stars
I was born in a star, and it was hot and scary

When were we made in stars?
Billions of years ago – that’s why we are here!
I feel good and strange now I know I was born in a star
I was born in a star, and it felt hot and really fast

How does it feel to be in a star?
It feels really hot

How, how unordinary!
Are you speechless?
I was born in a star, and it felt hot and bright

How did you get out? Was it weird?
The star dissolved, and yes – it felt like goo
It makes me feel wild and confused

Don’t worry, at least you exist
I was born in a star
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I was really warm and sticky, it was really yellow and bright and blinding

Why did we go to a star?
To get developed, and go down
That’s why we exist
I was born in a star, and it felt warm and cosy

How did you get out? Was it weird?
I got out by digging a hole, and yes, it was very weird
It is a good feeling to come out of a star

Can more than one person be in a star?
I was born in a star, and it felt warm –
But not the cuddly warm, it was like boiling water on a stove warm

Was it weird?
Yes, it was weird
It’s exciting to be born in a star.

How did we get out?
I was born in a star, and it was cosy when I was in the star

How did it happen?
It just did
I feel a confusing feeling in my knees, it’s like a shiver, it makes my blood go cold I am speechless that we were born in a star
I was born in a star, and it was magical and sparkly

How are stars made?
They are made out of stardust and the moon
I feel strange and weird
No wonder we were made out of stars
I was born in a star, and it was exciting

Can more than one person be in a star?
Yes – I was lucky, though

What does the star do to make us?
I was born in a star, and it changed my life

Was it warm? How did you get out?
The star cracked
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I felt a bit weird
No wonder we were born in stars because we all are still stars
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Wansbeck Primary School
poem created with Cassandra Parkin
Something you should know about me
I can transform into animals
I can turn into a rock to get away from the darkness
I make dreams happen
I can fly a jet
I can turn into a pizza
I can turn into a burrito
I can turn into a burger
I can turn into anything
I can hear anything
I can fly
I can be invisible, and run to Spain
I can fly to the moon and back
I wish I could fly, high, high, and touch the sky
I can get any superpower I think of with one bang of my staff
I can talk to animals and understand them
If I was a shapeshifter, I would be a dragon soaring through the night sky
Or the kraken where the water would be my home
I could be anything, anytime, anywhere
I can turn into a dog
I can change gears on my body to go faster
When I close my eyes, time freezes
I can turn into a Fennec Fox
I can turn into a donkey
I can turn into a fish
I can turn into an ice fairy
I can control the country
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Wansbeck Primary School
poem created with Cassandra Parkin
I Was Born in a Star
I was born in a star, and it felt amazing – I will never forget it

How did you feel, being born in a star?
I felt really strange!
It was petrifying
I was born in a star, and it felt strange and exciting

Are you mad?
I am not mad, I’m just confused
I was born in a star, and it was feeling terrified as it was shaking
I didn’t think I was strong enough

How did it feel to be born in a star?
It was scary and weird – confusing
I was born in a star, and it felt weird, it was confusing

Were you scared?
Yes, I was
It was terrifying
I was born in a star, and it felt good

What were you feeling in the star?
It felt amazing – it was exciting and strange
I was born in a star, and it felt good

Did you like it?
I loved it so much…were you born in a star too?
I was born in a star…you get scared, then your brain gets wiped

What was it like?
I hated it!
I was born in a star, and it felt nice
I reached the universe
After so long, I was born

How were you born in a star?
The magic of life
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